
Bob tell us how KissBank.com came
about?
My first, rather abstract, thought was
this:  Is it possible to invent a global
currency that gives a real value to acts of
kindness?  The answer was a resounding
YES.  Once Nigel Nicholson and I came
up with the ‘Kiss’ as the universal unit of
currency – KissBank was born. 

So KissBank is actually an online,
global bank?
Yes.  And it’s 100% free.  When you sign
up we put 200 Kisses into your account
and then you get 100 Kisses every
month.  But this is the only ‘money’ in

the world that you have give away for it
to have value.  

So who do you send these Kisses to –
and why?
One of our slogans is ‘See Kindness,
Send a Kiss’ – so the idea is to reward
kind people by sending them a Kiss.
Each Kiss carries a personal message
and you have SIX kinds of Kisses –
Friend, Love, Thanks, Hero, Congrats and
Celebrity.  So Kisses can be sent to
friends, family and even strangers to
reward acts of kindness large and small.  

Do you have to join KissBank to send
and receive Kisses?
Yes – but it’s easy and free.  All you need
is your name, your email and a
password. Like any other online bank –
your statement tracks Kisses in and
Kisses Out - so you always know how
many you have to give and how many
you’ve received.  

How do I send a Kiss to someone who
isn’t a member of KissBank?
You send a ‘First Kiss’ to their email
address.  This Kiss is essentially an
invitation to join KissBank.  As soon as
they register, your Kiss appears in their

account, along with 200 Kisses from
KissBank. Once you’ve joined it’s easy for
members to Kiss each other.  For example,
when you receive a Kiss from someone in
KissBank you click straight through to
your account without having to Log In.

So what you’re saying is KissBank is
really a Bank of Kindness?
Exactly so.  Kindness underpins
everything we are trying to achieve.
And we have a real sense that this is a
good time to launch KissBank.  Even as a
former journalist, I am depressed by the
News channels – reports and films
about human violence, cruelty and war
dominate our screens 24/7. 

But aren’t they simply reporting the
facts?
Of course they are - but there IS a better
side to human nature that rarely gets
reported.  New scientific evidence
shows that all of us are born with genes
for kindness.  Strange to say – we are
actually programmed to be kind. It was
our social instinct to care for others in
our communities that lies at the heart of
our evolutionary success.  So KissBank is
trying to reassert and amplify that
Kindness Exists in the world.
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See kindness, send a kiss. Costs nothing, means everything.

Kissing the world 
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OK, so how can KissBank take off? How
can you spread this message of
Kindness in a cynical world?
We are launching a campaign to “Kiss
the World Better”.  We call the KB Logo
the “Kiss of Kindness”.  The idea is to
disperse billions of these Kisses into the
world. We want them to show up
everywhere - in emails, texts, envelopes,
Facebook, on cars, walls, clothes, up
mountains.....the idea is that wherever
you see a Kiss of Kindness you instantly
know - in that moment - that Kindness
Exists. Even though we can’t change the
cruel, violent side of human nature, we
CAN bring new focus to the good side. 

This sounds very ambitious.
We see Kissing the World Better as a call
to action.  People can download the
‘Kiss of Kindness’ from KissBank.com -
it’s very easy to do.  If everyone attached
a Kiss to every email – we would very
quickly reach our target of 7 billion;
that’s one for every person on the
planet.  We shall have to wait and see.
Hopefully young people all over the
world - especially on Facebook – pick up
on the ethic behind KissBank and start
Kissing the World Better!

I see that you have a Charity of the
Month feature - explain how Kisses can
be turned in hard cash for charitable
causes?
It’s a simple but revolutionary idea.  A
proportion of Kisses you receive from
other people can be sent to our Charity of

the Month – so long as they can bring in a
sponsor.  We will write a feature on site
about both the charity and the sponsor,
to encourage KissBank members to send
in some of their received Kisses.  To sum
up – we’ve invented a new fund-raising
mechanic for charities. As a quid pro quo
we ask charities to promote KissBank to
their membership. Clearly the bigger
KissBank becomes, the larger the sums
we can raise.

What is the KissBank Index?
You could say this is our version of the
Sunday Times or Forbes ‘Rich List’ – the
KissBank Index records in real time who
has accumulated the most Kisses, and
become the ‘richest’ people in KissBank.
But in the ‘Kiss economy’ these people
will, by definition, be the kindest people
in the word – NOT the greediest.  As
KissBank spreads internationally there
will be a KissBank Index for every country
and every town and city in the world.

I see that the KissBank Index actually
has people who’ve died recently – like
Whitney Houston and Amy
Winehouse?
Kindness and talent moves us all.  We
quickly understood that our ‘Hero Kiss’ is
the perfect way for people to pay their
respects.  So you can send Hero Kisses
to anyone in the year that they died.
Once KissBank takes off, the KissBank
Hero Index will be a perfect reflection of
how much someone was loved and
revered by people all over the world.

What other features does KissBank have?
The KissBank Website is the home to a
new type of ‘Good News’ journalism. Our
writers pick up stories of Kindness,
Positivity and Heroism from all over the
world and turn them into news features.
We have a Good NewsWire and six
channels of Television dedicated to the
theory and practice of Kindness. And we
have an Image Gallery that features
iconic images given the KissBank
‘treatment’. And there’s more to come!

So what’s next for KissBank?
Onwards and upwards. We want to turn
our call to action into a global crusade
where people get together in their
communities to promote a better and
kinder world. Later this year we will start
launching ‘National’ KissBanks, starting
with KissBank India, to bring KissBank’s
philosophy even closer to people where
they live and in their own language.

Thank you Bob. KissBank is certainly
an inspiring idea. Good luck!

The Kiss of Kindness

 better...

We want to turn our
call to action into a

global crusade where
people get together in their
communities to promote
a better and kinder world. 
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